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So, I have to write a review for this because this just arrived in the mail today and now I have the

answer to something I was really wondering about.There is another Universal Waite Tarot Deck on 

that just comes with the deck and nothing else. I got the set because at the time of purchasing it

was actually slightly cheaper than the standalone deck. However, what I was wondering was this:

on the other deck, a lot of people mentioned that the cards were super glossy. This was a slight

turn-off for me but not a deal breaker. But I was wondering if this set was different. It is! When I

opened the cards, they were more matte than the other deck and actually had a slightly satin feel to

them. The cardstock is nice and feels fairly sturdy as well.Other than that, I love this deck - it

captures the feel and "magic" of the original Rider Waite Smith deck while being colorful and new

feeling. The images have so much more depth as well and resonate with me a lot more. This deck

also came with the pictorial key to tarot and a large poster/paper thing with a Celtic cross spread on

it.I just had to make a note of this because this version doesn't have as many reviews as the other,

and I figured it would be helpful to anyone who might have had the same question I did.

These are very shufflable, and have a nice starry back. The cards will hold up well. They are colored

more modernly than the traditional Rider-Waite, but otherwise seem pretty similar. This package



comes with a paperback book, so you're not stuck with the LWB (little white book) and a fold up

poster of the Celtic Cross spread to make early readings easier.Unless you object to the deck itself

for some reason, or you don't need the extras, there is no downside to this package deal.

I really like this tarot set. I bough these and used these as my study tarot deck when I first began

learning tarot.

Great cards! The book is not the best for beginner though.

I received my package 2 days before predicted delivery date, cards are like brand-new and so is the

booklet and the little poster that came with it. Card stock a little flimsy but I can deal with it.

Everything besides the outer box carrying the contents was in mint condition. Im very pleased.

Trusty symbology and forever consciousness make these accurately work every time!

Nice deck and book is helpful to a beginner!

Classic. Must have for any reader in any level
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